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::IN THE COURT OF THE CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, NALBARI:: 

PRESENT  : = Sri K.C. Boro, A.J.S.  

Ref: G.R. Case No.158/13   

              State                      

              -vs-  

        Mridul Deka  ….......  Accused person.  

u/s-279/338/427 I.P.C.  

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON     : 22.06.16, 27.07.16, 05.10.16, 04.11.16,           09.02.17, 20.09.17, 05.12.18 & 17.01.19. 

ARGUMENTS HEARD ON :  02.04.19 & 22.04.19. 

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON :  22.04.19. 

ADVOCATES APPEARED: 

For the State  :  Mr. R. Patowary, Ld. A.P.P. 

For the Accused :  Smti. D. Barman, Ld. Advocate. 

 

                            J U D G M E N T 

1.   The prosecution case, in nut shell  is that an F.I.R. was filed on 

07.02.13 in the Nalbari Sadar PS by informant Manu Das against the driver of the 

Indica vehicle bearing Regd. No.AS 01 AY 4738 alleging inter alia that on 

24.01.2013, at about 4.30 pm, in the evening, his elder brother namely Barun 

Das, aged about 48 years was proceeding towards Nalbari town from his 

residence by riding his bicycle and then, on his way, near Majdia LP School, the 

above mentioned vehicle being driven from the opposite side in rashly and 

negligently hit his brother as a result of which his brother was thrown at a little 
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distance. Due to the said accident,  his elder brother sustained grievous injuries 

and the bicycle got damaged. Immediately, the injured was taken to Fuleswari 

Nursinghome  and from there, he was referred to GMCH for better treatment. 

Hence, the case. 

2.   On receiving the case the Nalbari P.S. registered Nalbari P.S. Case 

No.101/13 u/s-279/338/427 IPC and started investigation. On completion of 

investigation the I.O filed charge-sheet against accused Mridul Deka u/s-

279/338/427 IPC. 

3.  In pursuance of the process issued, the accused person appeared 

before the court and on his appearance the copies of the case as per the 

mandate of law u/s-207 Cr.P.C. were furnished to the accused person. Thereupon 

prima facie case was found against the accused person u/s-279/338/427 I.P.C 

and the particulars of the offences u/s-279/338/427 I.P.C. were read over and 

explained to the accused person and he was asked whether he would plead 

guilty of the offences charged or claimed to be tried. He had pleaded not guilty 

and claimed to be tried. 

4.  During the trial the prosecution side examined eight (8)  witnesses 

including the I.O., M.V.I. and M.O. The 313 CrPC statement of the accused 

person was of total denial. The defence side declined to adduce any evidence. 

5.   I have heard the argument of both the sides.   

                 

               POINTS FOR DETERMINATION  

• Whether accused Mridul Deka on 24.01.13, at about 4.30 pm, in the 

evening, at Hajo-Nalbari road, at a place near Majdia LP school under Nalbari PS 

which is a public way, drove an Indica vehicle bearing Regd. No.AS 01 AY 4738 in 

a manner so rash as to endanger human life and thereby committed an offence 

punishable u/s-279 I.P.C. 

 •      Whether the accused on the above mentioned date, time and place 

caused grievous hurt to one Barun Das by colliding him by driving an Indica 
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vehicle bearing Regd. No.AS 01 AY 4738 so rashly as to endanger human life and 

thereby committed an offence punishable u/s-338 I.P.C. 

 •      Whether the accused on the aforementioned date, time and place 

committed mischief causing loss or damage to the victim's bicycle to the amount 

more than Rs.50/- and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s-427 I.P.C. 

 

     DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF : 

6.       PW.1 Barun Das stated in his evidence that about three years ago, 

one day, at about 4.00 pm, in the evening, he was proceeding towards Nalbari 

town on his bicycle and then, near Majdia Public Health Chowk, a Tata Indica 

vehicle hit him from the opposite side due to which he fell down and his 8 nos of 

teeth broken and he had to take stitches in his face. His spinal cord got bent. He 

became unconscious and he regained his sense at Guwahati medical. He took 

treatment at Guwahati medical for about 15 days. He further stated that the road 

was North-South direction. He was proceeding from Southern side towards 

Northern side through the Western side. The vehicle which caused the accident 

was proceeding from Northern side towards Southern side. His brother filed the 

FIR. 

7.         During cross-examination, this witness deposed that police came 

to his residence, but did not record any statement. He has filed MACT case. He 

deposed that the vehicle came in wrong side and hit him. He does not know 

what had happened after the vehicle hit him.   

8.         PW.2 Manu Das stated his evidence that on 24.01.13, at about 

4.30 pm, in the afternoon, his elder brother was proceeding towards Nalbari 

town by riding his bicycle and then an Indica vehicle bearing Regd. No.AS 01 AY 

4738 came rashly and hit his elder brother and the vehicle left the place. 

Thereafter, he along with the nearby people took his elder brother to Fuleswari 

Nursinghome. Thereafter, his elder brother was referred to GMCH. Due to the 

accident, his brother's teeth got broken and spinal cord got bent. His elder 

brother also sustained injuries in his head. As he was busy in the treatment of his 
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elder brother, there was delay in lodging the FIR. Ext.1 is the FIR and Ext.1(1) is 

his signature. 

9.         During cross-examination, this witness deposed that he has seen 

the incident. The accused told that he would provided the expenses, but he did 

not do the same. It is not mentioned in his FIR that during the occurrence of the 

incident a cow was grazing at the place of occurrence. He further stated that the 

locals came to the place of occurrence after the incident. 

10.         PW.3 Chandan Das stated in his evidence that about three years 

ago, at about 4.00 pm, while he was about to enter in his residence, he heard a 

loud noise coming from the road and on going there, he saw that his maju deota 

was lying at the road. He saw injuries in the body of his maju deota. Later on, 

the injured was taken to Fuleswari Nursinghome for treatment, thereafter he was 

referred to GMCH. He also stated that the vehicle which hit his maju deota was 

an Indica vehicle and the vehicle was waiting there. He also stated that there 

were five boys inside the vehicle. He could not state who drove the vehicle. 

Police took the bicycle of Barun Das. He could not identify the driver of the 

vehicle. Ext.2 is the seizure list and Ext.2(1) is his signature. 

11.         During cross-examination, this witness deposed that he has not 

seen the incident. He heard hue and cry after the incident. Police obtained his 

signature in a blank paper. 

12.         PW.4 Pratul Kalita stated in his evidence that about 2-3 years ago, 

while he was proceeding towards Nalbari and near Majdia school, a Tata Indica 

vehicle which was proceeding from Nalbari side hit Barun Das and Barun Das fell 

down. Public gathered at the place of occurrence and the victim was taken to 

medical. Barun Das was proceeding towards Northern side from Southern side  

through the Western side. The road is North-South direction. This witness 

deposed that the vehicle was Tata Indica vehicle. 

13.         During cross-examination, this witness deposed that he was 

following the victim. He saw the incident. He does not know the registration 

number of the vehicle and the driver of the said vehicle. 
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14.         PW.5 Sewali Das stated in her evidence that in the year 2013, one 

day, at noon, she saw that her elder brother Barun Das was hit by a vehicle due 

to which her elder brother fell down. 

15.         During cross-examination, this witness deposed that the residence 

where she was working was at a little distance away from the place of 

occurrence. She does not know about the time of the occurrence. She also does 

not know which vehicle had caused the accident. 

16.         PW.6 M.O Dr. Bhupen Basumatary stated in his evidence that on 

07.03.13, he issued a medical report in respect of Barun Das as per medical 

record available in the department. As per the medical report, the duty doctor 

examined the patient on 24.01.13 at around 9.20 pm. He found the following 

injuries- stitch wound over left parietal and frontal region; multiple abrasion over 

face. Bleeding from upper and lower incise teeth. MRI- Cervico spine; finding- D1 

and D2 fracture. In his opinion- the injury is grievous caused by blunt weapon. 

Ext.3 is the Medical report and Ext.3(1) is his signature. 

17.         In his cross-examination, the M.O revealed that he has not 

brought the Medical report on which basis, he issued the Ext.3, Medical report. 

He has not mentioned the name of the duty doctor who examined the patient. In 

Ext.3, he has not mentioned the type of the weapon. 

18.         PW.7 is I.O Bhaben Das. He deposed that on 24.01.13, he was 

working as Traffic In-charge in the Nalbari PS. On that day, one Anjana Das 

informed telephonically to him that on Hajo-Nalbari road at Majdia, one Indica 

vehicle had hit a cyclist and had injred him. On receiving the information, the 

same was entered in the General Diary as GDE No.531 dated 24.01.13. He visited 

the place of occurrence, drew the sketch map and recorded the statement of the 

witnesses. He learnt from the statement of witness that the injured was 

forwarded to Fuleswari Nursinghome, Nalbari and from there, he was referred to 

GMCH. He seized the Indica vehicle bearing Regd. No.AS 01 AY 4738 and the 

bicycle in presence of witnesses and interrogated the injured. He gave requisition 

to the DTO, Nalbari for conducting examination of the seized Indica car. The 

Motor Vehicle Inspection was conducted on the same day. The accused appeared 
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on 24.01.13 before him and he recorded his statement and allowed him to go on 

bail. On 07.02.13, informant Munu Das had lodged the FIR. On receiving the FIR, 

the same was registered as Nalbari PS Case No.101/13 u/s-279/338/427 IPC and 

he was given the task of investigation. He recorded the statement of informant 

and collected the injury report of the injured person from GMCH. On 24.03.13, 

after completion of investigation, he filed charge-sheet against accused Mridul Kr. 

Deka u/s-279/338/427 IPC. Ext.2 is the seizure list and Ext.2(2) is his signature. 

Ext.4 is the seizure list and Ext.4(1) is his signature. Ext.5 is the charge-sheet 

and Ext.5(1) is his signature. 

19.         During cross-examination, the I.O deposed that the FIR was filed 

after fifteen days of the incident. He has recorded the statement of the 

witnesses. He has not recorded the statement of Anjana Das who telephonically 

about the incident. He has not recorded the statement of Doulgovinda Sarma and 

Lakhi Barman whose house is near the place of occurrence as per the sketch 

map. He recorded the statement of Barun Das. He did not state before him that 

accused person came from the wrong side and hit the victim. 

20.         PW.8 Diganta Deka, MVI stated in his evidence that on 24.01.13, 

he inspected one Tata Indica Vista LMV Car bearing Regd. No.AS 01 AY 4738 at 

Nalbari PS in connection with Nalbari PS Traffic Branch GDE No.531 dated 

24.01.13 and during inspection, he found the following- right hand side fender 

scratched and dented; bonet dented. The vehicle mechanically found in running 

condition at the time of the Inspection. Ext.6 is the MVI report and Ext.6(1) is his 

signature. 

21.         Defence declined to cross-examine this witness. 

22.         There are the materials on record. 

23.         In view of the discussion above, before arriving to decision, I 

would like to put that to prove the offence u/s-279 IPC, the prosecution has to 

prove that the driver was reckless or negligence while driving. Similarly to prove 

the offence u/s-338 IPC, the driver has to be so mush rash or negligent in his 

driving that such act might cause endanger to public life or safety. The question 
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posed, what shall be the degree of “rash or negligent” to engulf penal provision. 

Let me first, go through the definition of rash and negligent. 

24.         When a person, conscious of the fact that his action may cause 

harm or damage takes the action with utter indifference to the consequence, 

which may ensue from his such act, he is said to have done the act rashly. In 

other word, when a person who is aware of the risk, which his action involves, 

does that act with utter indifference to the consequence, which is action is likely 

to entail, such an act is a rash act. On the other hand, when a person fails to 

take while doing an act, such precaution, which a reasonable and prudent person 

is expected to take or ought to take, before doing the act, such doing of the act 

would amount to negligence. 

25.         Describing as to what is a rash and negligent act, Hon'ble Gauhati 

High Court in Haider Islam vs State of assam, reported in 2007 (1) GLT 428, it 

observes as under - 

         “The criminal negligence lies in doing an act without taking such 

care, which a reasonable man would, ordinarily, do.” 

         In State of Himachal Pradesh vs Mohinder Singh, 1982(2), Crimes 

159 a Single Judge of the Himachal Pradesh High Court noted that “ criminal 

rashness is hazarding a dangerous or wanton act with the knowledge that it is so 

and that it may cause an injury but without intention, to cause injury or 

knowledge that it will probably be caused. The criminality lies in taking the risk of 

doing such an act with recklessness or being indifferent as to the consequence. 

Reckless driving or driving in a manner dangerous to public is rashness. In order 

to see whether it is so the condition of the road, the amount of traffic at that 

time and number or persons frequently moving about an the rod or expected to 

be road,  are some of the factors to be taken to consideration in assessing the 

rashness or negligence or the driver. It is duty of every man who drives a vehicle 

on the public road, to drive it which such a care and caution as to prevent, as far 

as possible, any injury to anyone.”   

26.         Now, let us see whether the prosecution has been able to bring 
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home the guilt of the accused person beyond all reasonable doubt. First of all, let 

me scrutinize the evidence on record. PW.1 victim Barun Das deposed that about 

three years ago, one day, at about 4.00 pm, in the evening, he was proceeding 

towards Nalbari town on his bicycle and then, near Majdia Public Health Chowk, a 

Tata Indica vehicle hit him from the opposite side due to which he fell down and 

his 8 nos of teeth broken and he had to take stitches in his face. His spinal cord 

got bent. He became unconscious and he regained his sense at Guwahati 

medical. He took treatment at Guwahati medical for about 15 days. The 

statements of the victim is fully corroborated by PW.2 Manu Das who is the 

informant of this instant case. Informant stated that on the day of the incident, 

while his elder brother was proceeding towards Nalbari town by riding his bicycle, 

then an Indica vehicle bearing Regd. No.AS 01 AY 4738 came rashly and hit his 

elder brother and the vehicle left the place. Thereafter, he along with local people 

took the victim to Fuleswari Nurshinghome and thereafter, he was referred to 

GMCH. Furthermore, PW.3 Chandan Das and PW.4 Pratul Kailta corroborating the 

evidence of PW.1 and PW.2 also clearly deposed in their evidence that victim 

Barun Das was hit by an Indica Vehicle which was proceeding from Nalbari side. 

From the evidence of PW.1, PW.2, PW.3, PW.4 it appears that victim Barun Das 

was hit by an Indica vehicle from the opposite direction near Majida LP School 

while the victim was proceeding towards Nalbari town by riding his bicycle. 

27.         Next, PW.5 Sewali Das also stated that she saw that a vehicle had 

hit Barun due to which Barun fell down, but during cross-examination, she 

deposed that she could not state about the time and that she has no knowledge 

regarding which type of vehicle had caused the accident. Hence, this witness 

could not attribute anything to the prosecution story. 

28.         The Ld. Counsel for the accused strenuously argued that there 

was delay of 15 days in lodging the FIR. But, the informant has clearly explained 

his delay in his FIR as well as in his evidence that due to treatment of the 

injured, there was delay in lodging the FIR. Furthermore, the informant during 

his cross-examination stated that the accused promised to provide the medical 

expenses of the victim, but as the accused did not keep his promise, the FIR was 

lodged. Hence, there is nothing to disbelieve the FIR. Accordingly, the FIR Ext.1 
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stands proved. 

29.         The Ld. Counsel for the accused also argued that the prosecution 

witnesses have failed to identity the driver of the vehicle. I have perused seizure 

list Ext.4 by which the I.O seized the Indica vehicle bearing Regd. No.AS 01 AY 

4738 along with R.C, Insurance Certificate and the D.L of accused Mridul Deka 

from the possession of owner cum driver i.e. accused Mridul Deka on the day of 

the incident i.e. on 24.01.13. I have also perused the MVI report which has been 

exhibited as Ext.6 and from Ext.6 also, it appears that the MVI had inspected an 

Indica Vehicle bearing Regd. No.AS 01 AY 4738 on 24.01.13 and the owner and 

driver of the said vehicle was the accused of this instant case. Hence, I have no 

hesitation to hold that accused Mridul Deka was driving the Indica vehicle 

bearing Regd. No.As 01 AY 4738 on the day of the incident and hit Barun Das 

while he was proceeding towards Nalbari town by riding his bicycle.    

30.         The I.O did seize the Indica vehicle bearing Regd. No.AS 01 AY 

4738 along with documents of the Indica vehicles, D.L of accused and the cycle 

of the victim. From the above discussion, it is seen that the prosecution has been 

successful in proving that accused Mridul Deka has committed offence u/s-

279/338/427 IPC beyond all reasonable doubt. 

31.         The Ld. Defence Counsel also stated that I.O deposed in his 

evidence that one Anjana  Das has informed him about the incident 

telephonically, but he did not record the statement of Anjana Das. Hence, non 

examination of Anjana Das is fatal to the prosecution case.  In my considered 

opinion, as the prosecution witnesses have been able to prove the guilt of the 

accused beyond all reasonable doubt, hence, non-examination of Anjana Das 

could not be fatal to the prosecution case.   

32.         From the evidence on record, it is also seen that the offending 

vehicle was being driven at a high speed and in a rash and negligent manner as 

a result of which the vehicle hit the cyclist and the cyclist sustained injuries. The 

Pws are consistent throughout their examination and defence could not shake 

their credibility through cross-examination. The evidence of the Medical Officer 

corroborates the evidence of the Pws. The accused drove the vehicle in rash 
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manner on the public road. It was required of him to exercise caution and care 

so as to ensure public safety. No doubt he failed to observe the necessary care 

and caution as a result of which the accident took place. There is no suggestion 

by the defence as  to contributory negligence. 

33.         The M.O opined that the victim sustained grievous injury. As 

already discussed above, the accused person was driving the vehicle and hit the 

victim from opposite direction resulting in grievous injuries to his person. 

Therefore, it could be concluded that the accused person failed to observe the 

necessary care and caution in driving the vehicle which an ordinary prudent 

ought to have exercised while driving a vehicle on a public road and thus he 

engaged human life and safety of others. 

34.         To the extent of damage of vehicle, PW.8 Diganta Deka, MVI 

stated in his evidence that on 24.01.13, he inspected one Tata Indica Vista LMV 

Car bearing Regd. No.AS 01 AY 4738 at Nalbari PS in connection with Nalbari PS 

Traffic Branch GDE No.531 dated 24.01.13 and during inspection, he found- right 

hand side fender scratched and dented; bonet dented. The vehicle mechanically 

found in running condition at the time of the Inspection. 

35.         In the totality of the evidence on record and assessment thereof, 

this court has arrived at the decision that the prosecution could prove its case 

against the accused person beyond all reasonable doubt. Therefore, this court 

holds the accused Sri Mridul Deka guilty of the offence u/s-279/338/427 IPC and 

he is convicted accordingly. 

36.        Considering the nature and gravity of the offence, I am of the 

opinion that it's not a fit case to invoke the provision under section 360 of the 

CrPC or Probation of Offenders Act, 1958 as the accused drove the vehicle in a 

reckless manner and caused hurt to innocent people and thus requires deterrent 

punishment so as to minimize such type of offence in the society. The sentence 

will be passed after hearing the accused person. 

37.        Later on, heard the convict on the question of sentence. He 

pleaded to punish him leniently as he has family to maintain. Considering the 
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nature and gravity of offence, I have sentenced the convict Mridul Deka to pay a 

fine of Rs.500/- (Rupees five hundred) each for offences u/s-279/338/427 IPC, in 

total Rs.1,500/- (Rupees one thousand five hundred only), I/D to suffer S.I. For 

one month. 

38.         The fine if paid be handed over to victim as compensation. 

39.        Seized articles is to be disposed of as per law. 

40.         Furnish a free copy of judgment to the accused. 

41.   Bail bonds would be cancelled after expiry of the appellate period. 

42  Judgment is written in separate sheets and delivered in open 

court. 

   Given under my hand and seal of this court on this the 22nd day of 

April, 2019. 

 

                                                         (Sri K.C. Boro) 

                                                           Chief Judicial Magistrate 
                  Nalbari. 

 

 

 Dictated and corrected by me 

   

          (Sri K.C. Boro) 

 Chief Judicial Magistrate 

    Nalbari. 
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A P P E N D I X 

 

Witnesses for the prosecution 

PW-1    - Barun Das. 

PW-2    - Manu Das, informant. 

PW-3    - Chandan Das. 

PW-4   - Pratul Kalita. 

PW-5    - Sewali Das. 

PW-6    - M.O Bhupen Basumatary. 

PW-7    - I.O Bhaben Das. 

PW-8    - MVI Diganta Deka. 

Witnesses for the defence 

None 

Prosecution Exhibits 

Ext.1  - Ejahar. 

Ext 1(1) - Signature of informant Manu Das. 

Ext.2  - Seizure list. 

Ext 2(1) - Signature of witness Chandan Das. 

Ext 2(2) - Signature of I.O Bhaben Das. 

Ext.3  - Injury report. 

Ext 3(1) - Signature of  M.O Dr. Bhupen Basumtary. 

Ext.4  - Seizure list. 

Ext 4(1) - Signature of I.O Bhaben Das. 

Ext.5  - Charge-sheet. 
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Ext 5(1) - Signature of I.O Bhaben Das. 

Ext.6  - MVI report. 

Ext.6(1) - Signature of MVI Diganta Deka. 

Defence Exhibits 

None. 

 

 

                                                          (Sri K.C. Boro) 

                                                        Chief Judicial Magistrate 
        Nalbari 


